
Sizes of OEM Nail Stickers

Sticker Sizes  　　　　　Backing Paper Sizes

① Width of 68㎜ x height of 68㎜　→　68㎜ x 100㎜

② Width of 88㎜ x height of 55㎜　→　88㎜ x 55㎜

③ Width of 78㎜ x height of 97㎜　→　78㎜ x 120㎜

④ Width of 88㎜ x height of 120㎜　→　88㎜ x 150㎜

Note 1: The backing paper for ①, ③, and ④ is longer 
than the sticker. (It has an extra portion at the top.)
The backing paper for ② is the same size as the sticker.
Note 2: Printing on one side/both sides and 
in color/monochrome is possible.
Note 3: Choosing a backing paper and sleeve for ①, ③, 
and ④ with a hole or without a hole is possible.

●Sticker width of 68㎜ x height of 68㎜
●Backing paper width of 68㎜  x height of 100㎜
　 (with hole/without hole)
●With sleeve with seal (with hole/without hole)

① 

●Sticker width of 88㎜x height of 55㎜
●Backing paper width of 88㎜ x 
　height of 55㎜ (without hole)
●With sleeve without seal (without hole)

②

●Sticker width of 78㎜ x height of 97㎜
●Backing paper width of 78㎜  x height of 120㎜
　 (with hole/without hole)
●With sleeve with seal (with hole/without hole)

③

●Sticker width of 88㎜ x height of 120㎜
●Backing paper width of 88㎜  x 
　height of 150㎜ (with hole/without hole)
●With sleeve with seal 
　(with hole/without hole)
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Data For OEM Nail Stickers

Example: Sticker size ② (width of 88㎜ x height of 55㎜)

〈How to Create Sticker Data〉

Cut line
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If Using a Hand-Drawn Pictures
●Scan with a resolution of 600dpi 
　at actual size.
●Use CMYK for the color mode.

Make transparent the portions 
that do not have a design on them.
Make transparent the portions 
that do not have a design on them.

If data is found to be inadequate, please re-send it to us.

0.5～0.6㎜
（Gap between design 

and cut.）Cuts with acute angles 
cannot be used.

Cut lines are made 
with curves.

●The sticker is cut on its outer side, around 
　0.5 to 0.6㎜ from the design’s edge.
●The cut line is made at ING KAWAMOTO.
●Cut lines with acute angles cannot be used
　(see example at left).

If Making Only with Photoshop
●The resolution must be 600dpi.
●The color mode must be CMYK or gray scale.
●If text is entered in Photoshop, 
　rasterize the text.
●Make transparent the portions that do not
　have a design on them.

Data Version
●Compatible with versions up to CC.

If Placing an Image in Illustrator
●Check the “Place with Link” option.

●Resolution of the placed image is 600dpi
　at actual size.
●Cut out the placed image with a clipping
　path or make transparent the placed
　image’s background.

●Use CMYK or gray scale for the color 
　mode. If created with RGB mode or in
　double tone, there will be a difference 
　between what you see on your screen 
　and the finished item.

Note: Also send the placed image to us with the data.

●Leave a gap of 5㎜ from the edge.
●Leave a gap of at least 3㎜
　 between designs.
●Specify the portion you
　would like to make white 
　or transparent in the design.
●Pictures that are too detailed, thin lines,
　small text, and the like cannot be
　reproduced. 
　(The minimum size of a design is 3㎜.)
●Outline the text.

white

〈Example of Specifying〉

transparent

Sticker Design

Cut Line

Note: If using Photoshop data, thin lines might 
not be clearly output, compared to when using 
Illustrator data.

Note: If you send the original picture, scanning 
can be carried out at ING KAWAMOTO, but a 
separate fee will be charged. Please check this 
fee at the time of ordering.

The background portion must be transparent.The background portion must be transparent.

If placing an image, 
make transparent the 
original image’s 
background.
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Data Version
●Compatible with versions up to CC.

Illustrator Data
●Check the “Place with Link” option.

●Resolution of the placed image is 350dpi at
　actual size.
●Use CMYK or gray scale for the color
　mode. If created with RGB mode or in 
　double tone, there will be a difference
　between what you see on your screen
　and the finished item.
●Before placing the image, change the mode to
　CMYK mode in Photoshop.
●Outline the text.

If Making Only with Photoshop
●The resolution must be 600dpi at actual size.
●Use CMYK for the color mode.
●If text is entered in Photoshop, 
　rasterize the text.

Example: Backing paper size ② (width of 88㎜ × height of 55㎜)

Backing Paper Data for OEM Nail Stickers

〈How to Create Backing Paper Data〉

Work Flow and Schedule

About 1 week 5 to 10 business days  (for 300 copies)
Note: This will differ depending on the number of copies and on how busy we are.

1
Order data 
sent to us

2
Create date 
for output

3
Print and 
send sample

4
Proofing by 
customer

5
Customer 
makes
contact to
say proofing
is complete

6
Printing

7
Insert in 
sleeve

8
Delivery

Note: Also send the placed image to us with the data.

Trim Marks

Bleed

●Add trim marks and bleed.
●Make sure that text and
　designs that must not be cut
　stay within here.

●The background or image needs
　to extend 3mm beyond the edge.
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